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define color appearance and colorization methods. Each panelist
represents a particular color advice approach whether it includes
a recommended set of guidelines for color appearance, suggested
color schemes, a tool for color capture, an application for color
palette creation or tips from colorization experiences. Each panelist
will highlight their methods with a team discussion about optimal colorization approaches to follow. The panel will also identify
gaps in our understanding about the use of color in digital media
composition as well as identifying future application and research
directions.
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INTRODUCTION

Designing and capturing a color scheme for a digital media composition is an important step in the creation pipeline. Whether it is an
immersive experience, animation or visualization, color selection
is key to conveying the message or story. In this panel, we assemble a group of color experts, aka "Color Mavens," to convey and
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Color is often the most critical design element for influencing purchasing decisions with consumers. If it is not accurate or consistent
with brand standards, color is also the design element most likely
to derail a sale, particularly when it sits on the store shelf. As Pantone’s Digital Product Manager, I will discuss the products and
extensive data our team has developed for designers, pre-media,
and printers to keep color predictable, achievable, and consistent.
These products facilitate the color selection process and set realistic
expectations early in design, and improve communication with
color producers, thus reducing rework, time and cost for everyone
involved.

Jose Echevarria, Adobe
Over the centuries, different generations of creatives and scientists
have leveraged color wheels to study relationships between colors,
with respect to composition, analysis and aesthetics. In the digital
world, color wheels can expand to be the model, the visualization
and the user interface. However, existing tools built on top of this
foundation are intuitive but quite limited in their scope, somehow
constraining the creativity of their users. We will highlight how
Adobe is embracing some of those concepts along with new ones,
to build a new wave of color tools pushing the boundaries of what
is possible today. These solutions include:
• Enhanced creation and refinement of color themes.
• More meaningful and capable color-aware searches.
• New intuitive and powerful tools to apply color themes
and/or improve the color composition of designs, images
or videos.
• Re-imagined color mixing for digital painting, beyond real
world limitations.
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Michael J. Murdoch, RIT
The visual appearance of colors is always affected by how they are
presented: on what kind of media, in what kind of viewing environment, and with what surroundings. Color appearance models are
designed to predict the state of adaptation of a viewer and thereby
the changes colors appear to undergo when the presentation environment is changed. Such models highlight the differences between
appearances as colors are transferred between a printed page, a
desktop or mobile display, and an immersive or augmented space
given their respective lighting environments. Some concepts for
discussion:
• Color appearance phenomena such as simultaneous contrast
and common color and luminance effects, and how they
might impact creating and building digital media.
• Effects of digital display viewing environments on color and
image perception.
• Color appearance effects observed in optical see-through
Augmented Reality.
• The state of art in color appearance modeling.
• Suggestions on what to expect and avoid in color appearance
across digital media platforms.

Danielle Feinberg, Pixar
In feature films color is heavily used to illicit emotion. In computer
animation we have the ultimate control over color, using it to do
things like help set location, to summon the essence of a specific
place, to increase the intensity of an action scene or bring quiet to
set the stage for an important moment. We use all of these elements
to tell the richest stories possible, stories that connect on a deeper
emotional level with the audience. Some examples we will discuss
include:
• In WALL·E we found that if the images became too red the
audience automatically thought it was Mars and not Earth, a
significant problem when trying to explain to the audience
our geographic location without dialog (because WALL·E
doesn’t actually speak).
• The addition of green fluorescent lights to a scene in Coco
helped to capture the feeling of being in Mexico instead of a
generic animated film scene.
• Amping up the intensity of a chase scene in Coco by creating
different colored pools of light so audience can feel the many
locations we pass through.
• During the creation of the color script for Coco, we realized
we had lost our typical tools to illicit emotion - color, time
of day and weather - because most of the film took place at
night in the Land of the Dead, with no weather change and
a riot of color. In the end we reduced color to signal to the
audience that something important was about to happen.
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